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The sensitivity analysis of objective functions is nowadays
based on well-established mathematical concepts, and provides
very valuable computational tools for enhancing the performance
and effectiveness of numerical methods for e.g. optimal design or
inversion of experimental data. In its usual (but not mandatory)
default acception, the term ‘sensitivity’ refers to ﬁrst-order pertur-
bation analyses with respect small variations of some feature of the
system under consideration. Well-established methodologies for
evaluating sensitivities of ﬁeld variables or objective functions
with respect to e.g. model parameters (Kleiber, 1997) or geometri-
cal shapes (Sokolowski and Zolesio, 1992) are available.
More recently, another sensitivity concept, namely that of topo-
logical sensitivity, appeared in Eschenauer et al. (1994) and
Schumacher (1995) in the context of topological optimization of
mechanical structures. The aim of topological sensitivity is to
quantify the perturbation of an objective function with respect to
the nucleation of a small object BeðaÞ of characteristic radius e
and given location a, as a function of a. If Jðe;aÞ denotes the value
achieved by the objective function under consideration when BeðaÞ
is the only perturbation to an otherwise known reference medium,
then in 2-D situations with Neumann or transmission conditions
on oBeðaÞ the topological derivative T2ðaÞ appears through an
expansion of the form
Jðe;aÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þ e2T2ðaÞ þ oðe3Þll rights reserved.Algorithms where ‘‘excess” material is iteratively removed accord-
ing to the value of T2ðaÞ until a satisfactory shape and topology
is reached have been formulated (Garreau et al., 2001). Other inves-
tigations have subsequently established the usefulness of the topo-
logical sensitivity as a preliminary sampling tool for inverse
scattering problems, providing estimates of location, size and num-
ber of defects which can then (for example) be used as initial
guesses in subsequent minimization-based inversion procedures
(Guzina and Bonnet, 2004; Bonnet and Guzina, 2004; Guzina and
Chikichev, 2007; Malcolm and Guzina, 2008; Feijóo, 2004; Masmo-
udi et al., 2005).
This article is concerned with an extension of the topological
sensitivity concept whereby Jðe;aÞ is expanded further in powers
of e. Speciﬁcally, the expansion to order O(e4) for cost functions
involving the solution of a 2-D potential problem on a domain con-
taining a small object of size e embedded in a medium occupying a
domain of arbitrary shape is established. The chosen order O(e4)
stems from the fact that, for misﬁt functions J of least-squares for-
mat, the perturbations of the residuals featured in J are of order
O(e2) under the present conditions. The expansion will be found
to have the form
Jðe;aÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þT2ðaÞe2 þT3ðaÞe3 þT4ðaÞe4 þ oðe4Þ
 Jð0Þ þ J4ðe;aÞ þ oðe4Þ ð1Þ
where coefﬁcients T2;T3;T4 depend on the assumed characteris-
tics of the small nucleating inclusion, namely its location a, shape
and constitutive characteristics (here the conductivity contrast). A
similar approach, limited to impenetrable obstacles ðb ¼ 0Þ, has
been recently proposed in the context of the 3-D Helmholtz equa-
tion (Bonnet, 2008).
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logical expansions such as (1), are in fact particular instances of
the broader class of asymptotic methods, where approximate solu-
tions to problems involving inclusions in e.g. electromagnetic or
elastic media and featuring a small geometrical parameter are
sought in the form of expansions with respect to that parameter.
A detailed presentation of such methods can be found in Ammari
and Kang (2004). In this article, we are speciﬁcally interested in
establishing computationally efﬁcient methods for evaluating
small-inclusion expansions of cost functions (rather than ﬁeld vari-
ables) in the context of 2-D media endowed with a isotropic scalar
conductivity. For that reason, and following common practice in
usual sensitivity analyses as well as previous works on the topolog-
ical derivativeT2 (Bonnet and Guzina, 2004; Amstutz, 2006; Gar-
reau et al., 2001; Masmoudi et al., 2005), an adjoint solution-based
approach is chosen here as its obviates the need to evaluate higher-
order sensitivities of ﬁeld variables. Coefﬁcients T2;T3;T4 are
hence found in this article to be expressed in terms of the free
and adjoint ﬁelds (i.e. the response of the reference medium to
the applied and adjoint excitations), and also (for T4) on the
Green’s function associated with the geometry and boundary con-
dition structure under consideration. These expressions constitute
the ﬁrst main contribution of this article. A related study (Rocha de
Faria et al., 2007), restricted to the O(e4) expansion of the potential
energy for impenetrable nucleating inclusions, proposed inexact
expressions for T4 (Bonnet, 2008; Rocha de Faria et al., 2008).
The missing terms in the O(e4) expansion of Rocha de Faria et al.
(2007) are pinpointed here on the basis of the present analysis.
The functionsT2ðaÞ;T3ðaÞ;T4ðaÞ canbe computed for sampling
points a spanning a search grid at a computational cost which is of
the order of a small number of forward solutions in the reference
medium. This makes it possible to deﬁne a computationally fast
approximate global search procedure, where the minimization of
the polynomial approximant J4ðe;aÞ of the misﬁt function is per-
formed fora largenumberofpotential inclusion locationsa,whereas
usual global search methods (e.g. evolutionary algorithms (Mich-
alewicz and Fogel, 2004) or parameter-space sampling methods
(Tarantola, 2005)) require large numbers of cost functions evalua-
tionsandare thusmuchmoredemanding. This fast approximateglo-
bal search methodology, and the demonstration of its usefulness
through numerical experiments on a inclusion identiﬁcation prob-
lem, constitute the second main contribution of this article.
This article is organized as follows. Formulations and notation
for the forward problems of interest and cost functions are re-
viewed in Section 2. Then, general expressions for coefﬁcients
T2;T3;T4 are established for a small inclusion of arbitrary shape
and conductivity contrast buried in an arbitrary domain (Section
5), based on a methodology whose main components are an ad-
joint-solution framework (Section 3) and an expansion of the total
ﬁeld on the inclusion boundary (Section 4). Simpler formulae are
next obtained for the useful special case of a centrally-symmetric
inclusion (Section 5.2), leading to explicit formulae for a circular
small inclusion (Section 5.3). The generalization to several small
inclusions is treated in Section 6. Computational issues and links
to other approaches are discussed in Section 7. Finally, in Section
8, numerical tests are performed on the O(e4) expansion of poten-
tial energy, and a simple approximate global search procedure for
hidden inclusion identiﬁcation based on J4ðe;aÞ is next proposed
and demonstrated on the same testing conﬁguration.
2. Forward problem and cost functions
Consider a reference conﬁguration deﬁned in terms of a two-
dimensional domain X, either bounded or unbounded, with a suf-
ﬁciently regular boundary S, and ﬁlled with a isotropic medium
characterized by conductivity k.2.1. Forward problem
Let BH denote a trial penetrable object of isotropic conductivity
kH, bounded by CH. Denoting by XH ¼ X n ðBH [ CHÞ the region sur-
rounding the inclusion, the application of prescribed potential uD
and ﬂux pD over SD and SN, respectively (where SN and SD are com-
plementary disjoint subsets of S) gives rise to the potential uH in
XH and BH, governed by the ﬁeld equations
divðk$uHÞ ¼ 0 ðin XHÞ; divðkH$uHÞ ¼ 0 ðin BHÞ; ð2Þ
the boundary conditions
pH ¼ pD ðon SNÞ; uH ¼ uD ðon SDÞ ð3Þ
(where pH ¼ k$uH  n denotes the ﬂux through the external bound-
ary, and with the unit normal n to S directed outwards ofX) and the
perfect-bonding transmission conditions
uHm ¼ uHi ; ð$uHÞm  n ¼ ðb$uHÞi  n ðon CHÞ; ð4Þ
where subscripts ‘m’ and ‘i’ refer to limiting values on CH of quan-
tities in the matrix XH and the inclusion BH, respectively, and b is
the conductivity contrast, i.e
b ¼ kH=k: ð5Þ
In addition, the free ﬁeld u is deﬁned as the solution to the bound-
ary-value problem
divðk$uÞ ¼ 0 ðin XÞ; p ¼ pD ðon SNÞ; u ¼ uD ðon SDÞ ð6Þ
(with p ¼ k$u  n), i.e. is the potential arising in X for the same
boundary data pD;uD in the absence of any trial inclusion.
The following reciprocity identity is now provided for later
convenience.
Lemma 1. Let ðuH;uHÞ denote a solution to ﬁeld equations (2) and
transmission conditions (4), and let w be any trial ﬁeld verifying
kDwþ b ¼ 0 inX (with b denoting a speciﬁed source distribution) and
continuous, together with its normal ﬂux k$w  n, across CH. Let b be
deﬁned by (5). The following reciprocity identity holds true:Z
S
p½wuH  pHw dCþ Z
XH
buH dV þ
Z
BH
buH dV
 ð1 bÞ
Z
BH
k$uH  $wdV ¼ 0 ð7Þ
Proof. Identity (7) is obtained by means of the third Green’s
formulaZ
O
½wDu uDwdV þ
Z
oO
½ð$w  nÞu ð$u  nÞwdC ¼ 0; ð8Þ
as follows: (i) write (8) for O ¼ XH and multiply the resulting iden-
tity by k; (ii) write (8) for O ¼ BH and multiply the resulting identity
by bk; (iii) add the two resulting identities and invoke transmission
conditions (4), together with continuity of w and its normal ﬂux,
across CH, and (iv) use the identity
k
Z
CH
ð$w  nÞudC ¼
Z
BH
½bu k$uH  $wdV ;
which stems from the divergence theorem (with n denoting here
the inward unit normal to CH). h2.2. Cost functions
Generic cost functions having the format
JðBHÞ ¼
Z
SN
uNðuH; nÞdCþ
Z
SD
uDðpH; nÞdC ð9Þ
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2 in their ﬁrst
argument.
For instance, the potential energy EðBHÞ associated with the
solution ðuHÞ to Eqs. (2)–(4) can be set in the format (9) with
uNðpH; nÞ ¼ 
1
2
pDðnÞuHðnÞ; uDðpH; nÞ ¼
1
2
pHðnÞuDðnÞ: ð10Þ
Alternatively, considering the problem of identifying an unknown
penetrable inclusion Btrue from supplementary data consisting of
measured values uobs of the potential and pobs of the ﬂux, collected,
respectively, on SN and SD (or subsets thereof), the misﬁt between
observations uobs;pobs and their predictions uH;pH for a trial inclu-
sion BH may also be expressed through a cost function of format
(9). For instance, the output least-squares cost functionJLSðBHÞ cor-
responds to
uNðuH; nÞ ¼
1
2
uHðnÞ  uobsðnÞ 2;
uDðpH; nÞ ¼
1
2
pHðnÞ  pobsðnÞ 2: ð11Þ
Suitably modiﬁed deﬁnitions of uD and uN easily allow to accom-
modate data available on subsets of SD or SN.
In what follows, attention will focus on the case of trial inclu-
sions of small size e and given location, shape and conductivity
contrast. The main objectives of this article are (i) to establish an
expansion of cost functions of format (9) with respect to e, whose
coefﬁcients depend on the inclusion location a, and (ii) to formu-
late a computationally fast approximate global search method for
inclusion identiﬁcation exploiting such expansions for misﬁt
functionals.
3. Adjoint solution approach for expansion of cost function
Let BeðaÞ ¼ aþ eB, where B  R2 is a ﬁxed bounded open set
with area jBj and centered at the origin, deﬁne the region of space
occupied by a penetrable inclusion of (small) size e > 0, centered at
a speciﬁed location a 2 X. The inclusion shape is hence speciﬁed
through the choice of normalized domain B (e.g. B is the unit disk
for a circular small inclusion). The region surrounding the small
inclusion is then XeðaÞ ¼ X n ðBeðaÞ [ CeðaÞÞ.
One is here concerned with small-inclusion approximations of
cost functions (9). Accordingly, let ueð;aÞ denote the solution to
Eqs. (2)–(4) with BH ¼ BeðaÞ, and deﬁne Jðe;aÞ by
Jðe;aÞ ¼ JðBeðaÞÞ ¼
Z
SN
uNðue; nÞdCþ
Z
SD
uDðpe; nÞdC; ð12Þ
with pe  $ue:n. For notational convenience, explicit references to a
will often be omitted in the sequel, e.g. by writing JðeÞ or ueðnÞ in-
stead of Jðe;aÞ or ueðn;aÞ.
3.1. Expansion of misﬁt function using adjoint solution
Let ve denote the perturbation caused to the potential by a
small inclusion nucleating at a, i.e.:
ve ¼ ue  u ðin Xe [ BeÞ: ð13Þ
It is useful to note that ve veriﬁes homogeneous boundary
conditions:
qe ¼ 0 ðon SNÞ; ve ¼ 0 ðon SDÞ; ð14Þ
where qe ¼ kð$ve:nÞ is the perturbation of the boundary ﬂux.
Cost functions with quadratic dependence on ðu; pÞ are often
considered in applications (e.g. for identiﬁcation purposes). With
this in mind, a polynomial approximation of JðeÞ is sought by
exploiting an expansion of (12) to second order in ðve; qeÞ, i.e.:JðeÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þ
Z
SN
uN;u vedCþ
Z
SD
uD;p qedCþ
1
2
Z
SN
uN;uu ðveÞ2 dC
þ 1
2
Z
SD
uD;pp ðqeÞ2 dCþ o jvej2L2ðSNÞ; jqej
2
L2ðSDÞ
 
; ð15Þ
having set
uN;u ¼
ouN
oue

ue¼u
; uD;p ¼
ouD
ope

pe¼p
;
uN;uu ¼
o2uN
ou2e

ue¼u
; uD;pp ¼
o2uD
op2e

pe¼p
: ð16Þ
In particular, the above quantities are given by
uD;p ¼
1
2
uD; uN;u ¼ 
1
2
pD; uD;pp ¼ 0; uN;uu ¼ 0 ð17Þ
for uN, uD deﬁned by (10), and
uN;u ¼ u uobs; uD;p ¼ p pobs; uN;uu ¼ 1; uD;pp ¼ 1 ð18Þ
for uN, uD deﬁned by (11). Expansion (15) is exact, i.e. has a zero
remainder, for the potential energy deﬁned by (10) and the least-
squares misﬁt functions (11).
Lemma 2. (Reformulation of cost function expansion using an
adjoint solution) Let the adjoint ﬁeld u^ be deﬁned as the solution of
the adjoint problem
kDu^ ¼ 0 ðin XÞ; p^ ¼ uN;u ðon SNÞ; u^ ¼ uD;p ðon SDÞ: ð19Þ
(with p^ ¼ k$u^  n). Expansion (15) then admits the alternative form
JðeÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þ ð1 bÞ
Z
Be
k$ue  $u^dV þ 12
Z
SN
uN;uu ðveÞ2 dC
þ 1
2
Z
SD
uD;pp ðqeÞ2 dCþ o jvej2L2ðSNÞ; jqej
2
L2ðSDÞ
 
: ð20Þ
Proof. Invoking reciprocity identity (7) with w ¼ u^; b ¼ 0 and
boundary conditions (14) and (19b and c), one obtains identityZ
SN
uN;u vedCþ
Z
SD
uD;p qedC ¼ ð1 bÞ
Z
Be
k$ue  $u^dV
which, inserted into expansion (15), yields the desired reformula-
tion (20). h3.2. Summary of previous results on topological sensitivity
In previous studies (e.g. Amstutz, 2006; Cedio-Fengya et al.,
1998), the leading contribution to JðeÞ has been found, on the basis
of identity (20) truncated to ﬁrst order in ðve; qeÞ (i.e. without the
last two integrals), to be given by
JðeÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þ e2T2ða;B;bÞ þ oðe3Þ ð21Þ
in terms of the topological derivative T2ða;B;bÞ, given in the pres-
ent context of 2-D potential problems by
T2ða;B; bÞ ¼ $u^ðaÞ A11ðB;bÞ  $uðaÞ; ð22Þ
where the second-order ‘polarization tensor’ A11ðB;bÞ has been
established for any inclusion shape B and conductivity contrast b
in Cedio-Fengya et al. (1998). For the simplest case of a circular
inclusion, where B is the unit disk, one has the explicit expression
A11 ¼ 2p ð1 bÞ1þ b I: ð23Þ
(where I is the second-order identity tensor). Moreover, the leading
asymptotic behavior of the perturbed ﬁeld is characterized by
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(having set QðxÞ ¼ $WðxÞ  nðxÞ) on the external boundary,
and by
veðxÞ ¼ eV1ððx aÞ=eÞ þ oðeÞ ðx 2 BeÞ ð25Þ
inside B, where the functions W and V1 are known and depend on
B and b (see Eqs. (57) and (48a)).
3.3. Derivation of expansion of JðeÞ: methodology and notation
To capture the leading contribution as e! 0 of the quadratic
terms v2e and q2e , an expansion of JðeÞ must, in view of (20) and
(24), be performed to order O(e4) at least. As (20) involves integrals
over the vanishing support Be, the position vector n 2 Be is scaled
for this purpose according to:
n ¼ aþ en ðn 2 Be; n 2 BÞ: ð26Þ
In particular, this mapping transforms integrals over Be into inte-
grals overB, and rescales the domain differential element according
to
dVn ¼ e2 dVn ðn 2 Be; n 2 BÞ: ð27Þ
Without loss of generality, a can be chosen as the center of Be, i.e.
such thatZ
B
ndVn ¼ 0: ð28Þ
In view of (27), establishing the sought O(e4) expansion of JðeÞ re-
quires a O(e2) expansion of $ue in Be. Taking the previously known
behavior (25) into account, an asymptotic expression for small e of
the total ﬁeld ue inside the inclusion is sought in the form
ueðnÞ¼uðnÞþeV1ðnÞþe2V2ðnÞþ12e
3V3ðnÞþoðe3Þ ðn2Be;n2BÞ ð29Þ
in terms of unknown functions V1; V2; V3 deﬁned in B. The deter-
mination of V1; V2; V3, which constitutes the main step towards
establishing an explicit expression for the expansion of JðeÞ, is based
on expanding about e! 0 an integral equation formulation for ue.
This task is addressed in the next section.
4. Expansion of ﬁeld inside the inclusion
4.1. Integral equation formulation of the forward problem
Let the Green’s function Gðx; nÞ associated with the domain X
and partition S ¼ SN [ SD of the external boundary be deﬁned
by
kDnGðx; nÞ þ dðn xÞ ¼ 0 ðn 2 XÞ;
Hðx; nÞ ¼ 0 ðn 2 SNÞ;
Gðx; nÞ ¼ 0 ðn 2 SDÞ;
ð30Þ
(with Hðx; nÞ ¼ k$nGðx; nÞ  nðnÞ). On using wðnÞ ¼ Gðx; nÞ, i.e.
bðnÞ ¼ dðn xÞ in the reciprocity identity (7) and inserting boundary
conditions (3), one obtains the following governing integral equa-
tion for the ﬁeld ue inside the inclusion Be, which solves the forward
problem (2)–(4) with BH ¼ Be:
ueðxÞ 
Z
Be
ð1 bÞk$ueðnÞ  $nGðx; nÞdVn ¼ uðxÞ ðx 2 BeÞ; ð31Þ
where u, the free ﬁeld deﬁned by (6), is here explicitly given by
uðxÞ¼
Z
SN
Gðx;nÞpDðnÞdCn
Z
SD
Hðx;nÞuDðnÞdCn ðx2XÞ: ð32Þ
Similarly, the adjoint ﬁeld deﬁned by (19) admits the explicit inte-
gral representation formulau^ðxÞ¼
Z
SN
Gðx;nÞuN;uðnÞdCnþ
Z
SD
Hðx;nÞuD;pðnÞdCn ðx2XÞ:
ð33Þ
Note that Eq. (31) is also valid for a non-uniform conductivity con-
trast b, a feature not exploited in this work. Moreover, the ﬁeld out-
side the inclusion is given by the representation formula
ueðxÞ¼ ð1bÞk
Z
Be
$ueðnÞ $nGðx;nÞdVnþuðxÞ ðx2XnBeÞ; ð34Þ
Under the assumption of a constant conductivity inside the
inclusion, a governing boundary integral equation formulation that
is equivalent to (31) reads
1þb
2
ueðxÞð1bÞk
Z
Ce
Hðn;xÞueðnÞdCn¼uðxÞ ðx2CeÞ: ð35Þ4.2. Small-inclusion expansion of the integral equation
To study the asymptotic behavior of integral equation (31) as
e! 0, it is useful to introduce additional scaled geometric
quantities:
x ¼ ex; r ¼ er; r ¼ er ðx; n 2 Be; x; n 2 BÞ ð36Þ
in addition to deﬁnition (26) of n, and to split the Green’s function
according to:
Gðx; nÞ ¼ Gðx; nÞ þ GCðx; nÞ; ð37Þ
where G is the well-known fundamental solution for the 2-D full
space, given by
Gðx; nÞ ¼  1
2kp
log r; $nGðx; nÞ ¼  12kpr2 r ð38Þ
with r ¼ n x and r ¼ jn xj ¼ jrj, and the complementary part GC
is smooth at n ¼ x.
Lemma 3. Using the ansatz (29) for the ﬁeld ue inside Be (with
functions V1; V2; V3 to be determined later), integral equation (31)
has the following Oðe3Þ expansion about e ¼ 0:
e ½ðI LÞV1ðxÞ F1ðxÞ
 þ e2 ðI LÞV2 ðxÞ F2ðxÞ 
þ 1
2
e3 ðI LÞV3
 ðxÞ F3ðxÞ þ oðe3Þ ¼ 0; ð39Þ
where I denotes the identity, the integral operatorL is deﬁned for sca-
lar, vector or tensor density functions f ðnÞ; n 2 B by
½Lf ðxÞ ¼ ð1 bÞk
Z
B
$f ðnÞ  $G x; n	 
dVn x 2 Bð Þ; ð40Þ
(with $  $n denoting the gradient with respect to normalized coordi-
nates) and F1ðxÞ;F2ðxÞ;F3ðxÞ are given by
F1ðxÞ ¼ $uðaÞ  Ln
 ðxÞ; ð41aÞ
F2ðxÞ ¼ 12$
2uðaÞ : Lðn nÞ ðxÞ þ FðaÞ; ð41bÞ
F3ðxÞ ¼ 13$
3uðaÞ: Lðn n nÞ ðxÞ þ 2x  $FðaÞ þ 2GðaÞ; ð41cÞ
where $kuðaÞ denotes the k-th order gradient of u evaluated at n ¼ a,
and having set
FðzÞ ¼ ð1 bÞk jBj$uðaÞ þ
Z
B
$V1ðnÞdVn
 
 $nGCðz;aÞ; ð42aÞ
GðzÞ ¼ ð1 bÞk
Z
B
$V1ðnÞ  ndVn
 
: $2nGCðz;aÞ

þ
Z
B
$V2ðnÞdVn
 
 $GCðz;aÞ

: ð42bÞ
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to (37) in integral equation (31) and using the following expansion
of $ue, obtained from (29)
$ueðnÞ ¼ $uðaÞ þ $V1ðnÞ þ e $2uðaÞ  nþ $V2ðnÞ
h i
þ 1
2
e2 $3uðaÞ : ðn nÞ þ $V3ðnÞ
h i
þ oðe2Þ: ð43Þ
First, noting that upon scaling the position vector according to (36)
the singular full-space fundamental solution veriﬁes
$nGðx; nÞ ¼ 1e
1
2kpr2
r ¼ 1
e
$Gðx; nÞ; ð44Þ
one ﬁnds
ð1 bÞ
Z
Be
k$ueðnÞ  $nGðx; nÞdVn ¼ e LV1
 þ $uðaÞ  Ln 	 
ðxÞ
þ e2 LV2
 þ 1
2
$2uðaÞ : Lðn nÞ  ðxÞ
þ e
3
2
LV3
 þ 1
3
$3uðaÞ : Lðn n nÞ  ðxÞ ð45Þ
with the help of differential element scaling (27) and expansion
(43), and invoking deﬁnition (40) of integral operator L.
Second, as the complementary kernel GCðx; nÞ is smooth when
x ¼ n, the following Taylor expansion holds for any x; n 2 B:
$nGCðx; nÞ ¼ $GCða;aÞ þ e ðx  $x þ n  $nÞ$nGC
 ða;aÞ þ oðeÞ: ð46Þ
On performing a derivation which consists of (i) expanding to order
OðeÞ the inner product of expansions (29) and (46), (ii) integrating
the result over Be and multiplying the result by ð1 bÞk, (iii) invok-
ing scaling (27), (iv) using integral identity (28), and (v) exploiting
deﬁnitions (42a) and (42b) one ﬁnds
ð1bÞ
Z
Be
k$nueðnÞ $nGCðx;nÞdVn¼ e2FðaÞþe3ð$FðaÞþGðaÞÞ:
ð47Þ
Lemma 3 ﬁnally follows from substituting expansions (29), (45) and
(47) into integral equation (31) and reordering contributions
according to powers of e. h4.3. Expansion of potential inside the inclusion
Lemma 4. The Oðe3Þ expansion (29) of ue is given by
V1ðnÞ ¼ U1ðnÞ  $uðaÞ; ð48aÞ
V2ðnÞ ¼ U2ðnÞ : $2uðaÞ þ FðaÞ; ð48bÞ
V3ðnÞ ¼ U3ðnÞ:$3uðaÞ þ 2½nþ U1ðnÞ  $FðaÞ þ 2GðaÞ; ð48cÞ
where the vector function U1, the second-order tensor function U2 and
the third-order tensor function U3 do not depend on a and solve the
integral equations
½ðI LÞU1ðxÞ ¼ Ln
 ðxÞ; ð49aÞ
½ðI LÞU2ðxÞ ¼ 12 Lð
n nÞ ðxÞ; ð49bÞ
½ðI LÞU3ðxÞ ¼ 13 Lð
n n nÞ ðxÞ; ð49cÞ
(with L deﬁned by 40). Moreover, the scalar functions FðxÞ;GðxÞ de-
ﬁned by (42a) and (42b) are given for any x 2 X by
FðxÞ ¼ $uðaÞ A11  $nGCðx;aÞ; ð50aÞGðxÞ ¼ $uðaÞ A12 : $2nGCðx;aÞ þ $nGCðx;aÞ A12 : $2uðaÞ; ð50bÞ
with the constant tensorsA11;A12 (respectively of orders 2 and 3) de-
ﬁned by
A11 ¼ ð1 bÞk jBjI þ
Z
B
$U1ðnÞdVn
 
; ð51aÞ
A12 ¼ ð1 bÞk
Z
B
$U1ðnÞ  ndVn: ð51bÞ
Proof. Deﬁnitions (41a) and (49a) immediately imply that
F1ðxÞ ¼ ½ðI LÞ ðU1ðnÞ  $uðaÞÞðxÞ:
Similarly, on using deﬁnitions (41b) and (49b) and noting that
1 ¼ ½ðI LÞ1ðxÞ, one obtains
F2ðxÞ ¼ ½ðI LÞ ðU2ðnÞ:$2uðaÞ þ FðaÞÞðxÞ:
Finally, one notes that deﬁnition (49a) implies that x ¼ ½ðI LÞ
ðnþ U1ðnÞÞðxÞ. Using this identity together with identity 1 ¼
½ðI LÞ1ðxÞ (again) and deﬁnitions (41c) and (49c), one
obtains
F3ðxÞ¼ ½ðI LÞðU3ðnÞ:$3uðaÞþ2ðnþU1ðnÞÞ $FðaÞþ2GðaÞÞðxÞ:
Representations 48a, 48b and 48c follow directly from the previous
three identities by virtue of the fact that integral operator I L is
invertible.
Then, deﬁnitions (51a) and (51b) and reformulations (50a) and
(50b) of FðxÞ;GðxÞ stem directly from substituting representations
(48a) and (48b) into (42a) and (42b) and exploiting property (52a)
of functions U1;U2, see Lemma 5 next. h
Lemma 5. Functions U1;U2;U3 deﬁned by Lemma 4 are such that
$2wðaÞ :
Z
B
$U2ðnÞdVn
 
¼
Z
B
$U1ðnÞndVn
 
:$2wðaÞ; ð52aÞ
$3wðaÞ:
Z
B
$U3ðnÞdVn
 
¼
Z
B
$U1ðnÞðnnÞdVn
 
:$3wðaÞ; ð52bÞ
for any sufﬁciently regular function w.
Proof. As functions U1;U2;U3 verify the weak formulation (B.2)
with U0 ¼ n;U0 ¼ ðn nÞ=2 and U0 ¼ ðn n nÞ=3, respectively
(see Appendix B), the following identities hold:
AðU1a;WÞ ¼ 12
Z
B
kHW ;adVn ða ¼ 1;2Þ; ð53aÞ
AðU2ab;WÞ;¼ 12
Z
B
kH naW ;b þW ;anb
	 

dVn ða; b ¼ 1;2Þ; ð53bÞ
AðU3abc;WÞ;¼ 13
Z
B
kH W ;anbnc þ naW ;bnc þ nanbW ;c
	 

dVn
ða; b; c ¼ 1;2Þ; ð53cÞ
with Að; Þ deﬁned by (B.3). Setting W ¼ U2jk and a ¼ i in (53a),
W ¼ U1i and ða; bÞ ¼ ðj; kÞ in (53b), subtracting the resulting
identities and using the symmetry of bilinear form að; Þ, one
obtainsZ
B
kHU2jk;i dVn ¼
1
2
Z
B
kHðU1i;knj þ U1j;kniÞdVn:
The desired identity (52a) is then obtained by multiplying the above
equation by w;jkðxÞ and invoking w;jk ¼ w;kj (Schwarz theorem).
Identity (52b) is established in a similar manner by combining
(53a) with W ¼ U3 and (53c) with W ¼ U1. h
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Building on the results established thus far, the O(e4) expansion
of JðeÞ, is now formulated. The most general form of the proposed
O(e4) expansion, valid for a small inclusion of arbitrary shape, is
given ﬁrst (Section 5.1). Then, this result is specialized to the
sub-class of centrally-symmetric inclusions (Section 5.2), which in-
cludes the important special case of circular inclusions which is
amenable to further analytical treatment (Section 5.3).
5.1. Small inclusion of arbitrary shape
Proposition 1. For a penetrable inclusion represented by (26), i.e.
of shapeBandcharacteristic size e, embedded in the referencemediumX
at a chosen location a in such a way that (28) holds, the O(e4)
expansion of any objective function JðeÞ of format (9) with densities
uNðw; nÞ and uDðw; nÞ twice differentiable with respect to their ﬁrst
argument is
Jðe;aÞ ¼ J4ðe;aÞ þ oðe4Þ ð54Þ
in terms of the fourth-order polynomial approximation
J4ðe;aÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þT2ðaÞe2 þT3ðaÞe3 þT4ðaÞe4; ð55Þ
with the coefﬁcients T2ðaÞ;T3ðaÞ and T4ðaÞ given by
T2ðaÞ ¼ $uðaÞ A11  $u^ðaÞ; ð56aÞ
T3ðaÞ ¼ $uðaÞ A12 : $2u^ðaÞ þ $u^ðaÞ A12 : $2uðaÞ; ð56bÞ
T4ðaÞ ¼ 12 ð1 bÞI2 : $
2½$u  $u^ðaÞ þ 1
2
$uðaÞA13:$3u^ðaÞ
þ 1
2
$u^ðaÞA13:$3uðaÞ þ $FðaÞ A11  $u^ðaÞ
þ $2uðaÞ :A22 : $2u^ðaÞ þ 12
Z
SN
uN;uuW
2 dC
þ 1
2
Z
SD
uD;ppQ
2 dC: ð56cÞ
In 56a, 56b and 56c, the function F is deﬁned by (50a), the function W
is given by
WðxÞ ¼ $nGðx;aÞ A11  $uðaÞ ð57Þ
and Q ¼ $W  n, the tensor I2 (geometrical inertia of the normalized
inclusion B) is given by
I2 ¼
Z
B
ðn nÞdVn; ð58Þ
the constant tensors A11;A12;A13;A22 are given by (51a) and (51b)
and
A13 ¼ ð1 bÞk
Z
B
$U1  ðn nÞdVn; ð59aÞ
A22 ¼ ð1 bÞk
Z
B
$U2  ndVn; ð59bÞ
in terms of solutions U1;U2 to equations (49a) and (49b).
Proof. The proof is straightforward, and consists in deriving an
explicit form for expansion (20). In particular, the expansion of
the ﬁrst integral of (20) exploits the results of Section 4.
(a) First integral of (20). Invoking expansion (43) of $ue,
representation formulae 48a, 48b and 48c for V1; V2; V3, and
$u^ðaþ enÞ ¼ $u^ðaÞ þ e$2u^ðaÞ  nþ e
2
2
$3u^ðaÞ : ðn nÞ þ oðe2Þ
for the adjoint ﬁeld, one readily obtains$ue $u^½ ðaþenÞ¼$uðaÞ  Iþ$U1ðnÞ
  $u^ðaÞ
þe $ð$u $u^ÞðaÞ nþ$2uðaÞ :$U2ðnÞ $u^ðaÞ
n
þ$uðaÞ $U1ðnÞ $2u^ðaÞ n
o
þe
2
2
$2 $u $u^½ ðaÞ : ðnnÞ
n
þ$3uðaÞ:$U3ðnÞ $u^ðaÞþ2$FðaÞ
 Iþ$U1ðnÞ
  $u^ðaÞþ2$2uðaÞ :$U2ðnÞ $2u^ðaÞ n
þ$uðaÞ $U1ðnÞ $3u^ðaÞ : ðnnÞ
o
þoðe2Þ: ð60Þ
Integrating this expansion over Be, using scaled coordinates, exploit-
ing integral identity (28) and recalling expressions (51a), (51b), (58),
(59a) and (59b) of the various constant tensors, one obtains
ð1 bÞ
Z
Be
k$ue  $u^dVn ¼ $uðaÞ A11  $u^ðaÞ
þ e $u^ðaÞ A12 : $2uðaÞ þ $uðaÞ A12 : $2u^ðaÞ
n o
þ e
2
2
ð1 bÞk$2 $u  $u^½ ðaÞ : I2 þ $u^ðaÞ A13:$3uðaÞ
n
þ$uðaÞ A13:$3u^ðaÞ þ 2$FðaÞ A11  $u^ðaÞ
þ2$2uðaÞ : A22 : $2u^ðaÞ
o
: ð61Þ
(b) Second and third integrals of (20). The perturbed ﬁeld ve at
any point away from the inclusion is given by:
veðxÞ ¼ ð1 bÞ
Z
Be
k$ueðnÞ  $nGðx; nÞdVn ðx 2 X n BeÞ: ð62Þ
As Gðx; nÞ is a smooth function of n 2 Be for any x R Be, the leading
contribution of veðxÞ as e! 0 results from a derivation formally
identical to that of expansion (47), where (i) only the leading
O(e2) contribution is retained, (ii) the complementary Green’s func-
tion GC is replaced with the complete Green’s function G, and (iii)
the constant tensor A11 is introduced. This process leads to
veðxÞ ¼ e2WðxÞ þ oðe2Þ; qeðxÞ ¼ e2$QðxÞ þ oðe2Þ ðx 2 SÞ
i.e. (24), with the function W given by (57) and Q ¼ $W  n. h
Remark 1. The coefﬁcientT2ðaÞ associated with the leading O(e2)
contribution to JðeÞ corresponds, as expected, to the previously
known topological derivative of J, i.e. (22).
Remark 2. Expression (59a) of A13 exploits identity (52b). Actual
computation of U3, deﬁned by (49c) is thus not necessary, all the
constant tensors featured in (56a)–(56c) being expressed in terms
of U1;U2 only.5.2. Centrally-symmetric inclusion
When B has central symmetry (i.e. is such that
n 2 B()  n 2 B), as many simple inclusion shapes (e.g. disk, el-
lipse, rectangle) do, the constant tensor A12 deﬁned by (51b) van-
ishes, as shown in Appendix C. Consequently:
Proposition 2. When the penetrable inclusion of Proposition 1 has
central symmetry, expansion (54) holds with coefﬁcients T2;T4 still
given by (56a) and (56c) and
T3ðaÞ ¼ 0: ð63Þ5.3. Circular inclusion
The special case of a circular inclusion Be (where B is the unit
disk and jBj ¼ p) is now considered. Of course, as the disk has cen-
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mits further analytical treatment. The constant tensor I2 deﬁned
by (58) is easily found to be given by
I2 ¼ p4 I: ð64Þ
Moreover, integral equation (49a) and (49b) are solvable in closed
form (see Appendix B), to obtain
U1¼1b1þb
n; U2¼ 1b2ð1þbÞ
nnþ1b
4b
1
1þbk
nk21
 
I ðn2BÞ:
ð65Þ
Explicit formulae for the constant tensors A11;A22;A31 featured in
(56a) and (56c) then readily follow:
Lemma 6. Whenthepenetrable inclusionofProposition1 is circular,with
B being the unit disk, the constant tensorsA11;A22;A31 are given by
A11 ¼ 2kp1 b1þ b I; A22 ¼
kp
4
ð1 bÞ2
1þ b I4 þ
1
2b
I  I
 
;
A13 ¼ kp4
ð1 bÞ2
1þ b I  I; ð66Þ
where I4 is the symmetric fourth-order identity tensor, i.e.
I ijk‘ ¼ ðdikdj‘ þ di‘djkÞ=2.5.3.1. Expansion of potential inside a circular inclusion
Additionally, U3ðnÞ (which is featured in expansion (29) of the
potential, but is not needed for setting up cost function expan-
sions) is also solvable in closed form (see Appendix B), to obtain
U3ðnÞ¼ 1b3ð1þbÞ
nnnþ 1
4b
ðknk21ÞKðnÞ
 
ðn2BÞ; ð67Þ
where KijkðnÞ ¼ djkni þ dkinj þ dijnk.
The expansions (29) and 48a, 48b, 48c of the potential inside a
circular inclusion takes, by virtue of (65)–(67), the following more
explicit form:
ueðnÞ¼uðnÞþ1b1þb

en $uðaÞ
þe
2
2
n $2uðaÞ nþ4kp$uðaÞ $nGCða;aÞ
h i
þe
3
6
ðnnnÞ:$3uðaÞþ24kp
1þb
n $x$nGCða;aÞ $uðaÞ
 
þoðe4Þ: ð68Þ5.3.2. Topological expansion of cost function
On substituting these values into (56a) and (56c) and recalling
result (63), the O(e4) expansion of JðeÞ is hence given a more expli-
cit form:
Proposition 3. When the penetrable inclusion of Proposition 1 is
circular, with B being the unit disk, coefﬁcients T2;T3;T4 of
expansion (54) are given by
T2ðaÞ ¼ 2kp1 b1þ b$uðaÞ  $u^ðaÞ; ð69aÞ
T3ðaÞ ¼ 0; ð69bÞ
T4ðaÞ ¼ ð2pÞ2k 1 b1þ b
 2
$uðaÞ  $x$nGCða;aÞ  $u^ðaÞ
þ kp
2
1 b
1þ b$
2uðaÞ : $2u^ðaÞ
þ 1
2
Z
SN
uN;uuW
2 dCþ 1
2
Z
SD
uD;ppQ
2 dC: ð69cÞRemark 3. For the case of potential energy (10), the adjoint solu-
tion is simply u^ ¼ u=2 by virtue of (10) and (19), and further sim-
pliﬁcation arise by virtue of (17). As a result, the O(e4) expansion of
potential energy (for a circular small inclusion) is given through
T2ðaÞ ¼ kp1 b1þ b k$uðaÞk
2
; ð70aÞ
T4ðaÞ¼ kp4
1b
1þb

k$2uðaÞk2
þ8p1b
1þb$uðaÞ $x$nGCða;aÞ $uðaÞ

: ð70bÞ
Remark 4. The O(e4) expansion of potential energy EðBeÞ for
the case of an impenetrable inclusion (i.e. b ¼ 0) is also considered
in Rocha de Faria et al. (2007), where the proposed value for T4
is
T4ðaÞ ¼  kp4 k$
2uðaÞk2 ð71Þ
and clearly differs from (70b) with b ¼ 0. That (71) does not yield
the correct O(e4) contribution to the potential energy can in partic-
ular be checked on simple exact solutions for EðBeÞ (Bonnet, 2008)
such as those given in Appendix A. Moreover, the expansion of ue
proposed in Rocha de Faria et al. (2007) reads
ueðnÞ ¼ uðnÞ þ en  $uðaÞ þ e
2
2
ðn nÞ : $2uðaÞ þ oðe2Þ ð72Þ
(using the present notations), wherein (i) the O(e2) contribution dif-
fers from that of (68) with b ¼ 0 and (ii) the Oðe3Þ contribution is
lacking. Both (i) and (ii) then contribute to (71) being inexact.6. Extension to several small inclusions
Expressions 56a, 56b and 56c ofT2ðaÞ;T3ðaÞ;T4ðaÞ are predi-
cated on the assumption of a single inclusion characterized by its
shape B, size e, location a, and conductivity contrast b. However,
this result can be extended to the case of K > 1 inclusions BðmÞe de-
ﬁned according to
BðmÞe a
ðmÞ	 
 ¼ aðmÞ þ eBðmÞ; bðmÞ ¼ kHðmÞ=k ð1 6 m 6 KÞ; ð73Þ
where aðmÞ and BðmÞ are the center and (normalized) shape of the
m-th inclusion, and the size parameter e is the same for all K inclu-
sions. To help present this generalization in a compact way, the fol-
lowing notational convention will be used: a superscript ‘ðmÞ’
attached to any previously deﬁned symbol (e.g. UðmÞ1 ;A
ðmÞ
11 ) will refer
to quantities associated with the single-inclusion analysis of Sec-
tions 4 and 5, with Be replaced by B
ðmÞ
e .
Proposition 4. For a set of K penetrable inclusions of form (73)
embedded in the reference medium X at prescribed locations
að1Þ; . . . ;aðKÞ, let Jðe;að1Þ; . . . ;aðKÞÞ be deﬁned by (12), with
Xe  X n ð Beð1Þ [    [ BeðKÞÞ and ve ¼ veðn;að1Þ; . . . ;aðKÞÞ denote the
ﬁeld perturbation induced by the K objects. Densities
uNðu; nÞ; uDðp; nÞ are assumed to be twice differentiable with respect
to their ﬁrst argument. The O(e4) expansion of JðeÞ is
J e;að1Þ; . . . ;aðKÞ
	 
 ¼ Jð0Þ þXK
m¼1
T
ðmÞ
2 a
ðmÞ	 
e2 þTðmÞ3 aðmÞ	 
e3
þcTðmÞ4 að1Þ; . . . ;aðKÞ	 
e4 þ oðe4Þ ð74Þ
with TðmÞ2 ;T
ðmÞ
3 given by (56a) and (56b) with shape B ¼ BðmÞ and
contrast b ¼ bðmÞ, and cTðmÞ4 given by
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 ¼TðmÞ4 aðmÞ	 
þX
n–m
$FðnÞ aðmÞ
	 
 Am11  $u^ aðmÞ	 

þ
X
n–m
1
2
Z
SN
uN;uuW
ðnÞW ðmÞ dC

þ1
2
Z
SD
uD;pp Q
ðnÞQ ðmÞ dC

ð75Þ
where FðnÞ and W ðnÞ are deﬁned by (50a) and (57) with
a ¼ aðnÞ;B ¼ BðnÞ and b ¼ bðnÞ.
The O(e4) expansion of JðeÞ is sought on the basis of
JðeÞ ¼ Jð0Þ þ
XK
m¼1
1 bðmÞ
 Z
BðmÞe
m$ue  $u^dV þ 12
Z
SD
uD;pp ðqeÞ2 dC
þ 1
2
Z
SN
uN;uu ðveÞ2 dCþ oðjvej2L2ðSNÞ; jqej
2
L2ðSDÞÞ: ð76Þ
(a) First integral of (76). To evaluate the ﬁrst integral of (76), an
expansion of ue in each inclusion, of the form
ueðnÞ ¼ uðnÞ þ ebV ðmÞ1 ðnÞ þ e2 bV ðmÞ2 ðnÞ þ e3 bV ðmÞ3 ðnÞ þ oðe3Þ
n 2 BðmÞe ; n 2 BðmÞ
 
ð77Þ
is again postulated. It is expected that ðbV ðmÞ1 ; bV ðmÞ2 ; bV ðmÞ3 Þ–
ðV ðmÞ1 ;V ðmÞ2 ;V ðmÞ3 Þ because of coupling effects between inclusions.
The governing integral equation for ve is (31) with all integrals over
Ce changed to sums of integrals over the C
ðmÞ
e , i.e.
ueðxÞ  1 bðmÞ
 
k
Z
BðmÞe
$ueðnÞ  $nGðx; nÞdVn

X
n–m
ð1 bðnÞÞk
Z
BðnÞe
$ueðnÞ  $nGðx; nÞdVn ¼ uðxÞ
ðx 2 BðmÞe ;1 6 m 6 KÞ: ð78Þ
The ðbV ðmÞ1 ; bV ðmÞ2 ; bV ðmÞ3 Þ are to be found by inserting (77) into the ﬁrst
integral of (78) and expanding the resulting equations in powers of
e. A comparison with (31) indicates that the ﬁrst line in (78) consti-
tutes the contribution to the governing linear operator arising due
to inclusion BðmÞe in isolation. The expansion in e of that contribution
therefore coincides with that established in Section 4 for the single-
inclusion case. Besides, the sum of integrals in the second line of
(78), which synthesizes the inﬂuence of scatterers BðnÞe ðn–mÞ to
ve on BðmÞe , can readily be shown by means of a calculation similar
to that leading to (47) to have the expansionX
n–m
ð1 bðnÞÞk
Z
BðnÞe
$ueðnÞ  $nGðx; nÞdVn ¼
X
n–m
e2FðnÞ aðmÞ
	 
n
þe3 $FðnÞ aðmÞ	 
þ GðnÞ aðmÞ	 
 oþ oðe3Þ x 2 BðmÞe ; ð79Þ
where the scalar functions FðnÞðxÞ;GðnÞðxÞ are deﬁned for any x– aðnÞ
by
FðnÞðxÞ ¼ $uðaðnÞÞ AðnÞ11  $nGCðx;aðnÞÞ; ð80aÞ
GðnÞðxÞ¼$uðaðnÞÞ AðnÞ12 :$2nGCðx;aðnÞÞþ$nGCðx;aðnÞÞ AðnÞ12 :$2uðaðnÞÞ:
ð80bÞ
Since contributions (79) are of order O(e2), the OðeÞ contributions to
equation (78) are not affected by the scatterers BðnÞe ðn–mÞ, and one
therefore hasbV ðnÞ1 ðnÞ ¼ V ðnÞ1 ðnÞ ðn 2 BðnÞÞ: ð81Þ
Moreover, the form assumed by the supplementary contributions
(79) is such that results of Section 3.3 still apply provided every
occurrence of FðaÞ and GðaÞ is replaced bybF ðmÞ aðmÞ	 
 and G^ðmÞ aðmÞ	 
, respectively, wherebF ðmÞ aðmÞ	 
 ¼ FðmÞ aðmÞ	 
þX
n–m
FðnÞ aðmÞ
	 

;
G^ðmÞ aðmÞ
	 
 ¼ GðmÞ aðmÞ	 
þX
n–m
GðnÞ aðmÞ
	 

:
ð82Þ
The supplementary terms (contributions of BðnÞe ;n–m) are the only
manifestations of interactions between inclusions arising in this
analysis. The auxiliary unknowns bV ðmÞ2 ; bV ðmÞ3 are then given by
(48b),c with replacements (82), i.e. bybV ðmÞ2 ðnÞ ¼ V ðmÞ2 ðnÞ þX
n–m
FðnÞ aðmÞ
	 

; ð83aÞ
bV ðmÞ3 ðnÞ ¼ V ðmÞ3 ðnÞ þ 2X
n–m
½nþ UðnÞ1 ðnÞ  $FðnÞ aðmÞ
	 
þ 2GðnÞ aðmÞ	 
:
ð83bÞ
(b) Second and third integrals of (76). On noting that the
integral representation (62) is a sum of integrals over each inclu-
sion and revisiting the analysis of Section 5, the leading O(e2)
contribution to ve is simply the corresponding sum of contribu-
tions (24), i.e.:
veðnÞ¼ e2
XK
m¼1
W ðmÞðnÞþoðe2Þ; qeðnÞ¼ e2
XK
m¼1
Q ðmÞðnÞþoðe2Þ ðn2 SÞ;
ð84Þ
where W ðmÞ is deﬁned by (57). The leading contribution of the last
two integrals of (76), of order O(e4), then stems directly from esti-
mates (84).
(c) Proof. Proposition 4 then follows from collecting results (76),
(81), (82), (83a), (83b) and (84) and revisiting the analysis of Sec-
tions 4 and 5. h
7. Discussion
7.1. Computational issues
The developments of Sections 3–6 are based on the Green’s
function G deﬁned by (30), and lead to almost explicit formulae
for the O(e4) expansion of JðeÞ (their only non-explicit components
being the auxiliary solutions U1;U2, which must be computed
numerically except for simple normalized inclusion B shape such
as the circular shape discussed in Section 5.3).
In practice, this explicit character is retained only for geome-
triesX and boundary conditions settings SN; SD such that the corre-
sponding Green’s function is known analytically. Such cases are
limited to geometrically simple conﬁgurations. For instance, for
the half-plane X ¼ fn jn2 6 0g bounded by S ¼ fn jn2 ¼ 0g, it is
well-known that
GCðx; nÞ ¼  12p log~r; with ~r ¼ kn ~xk; ~x ¼ ðx1;x2Þ; ð85Þ
where the ‘’ and ‘+’ sign correspond to the cases SN ¼ S; SD ¼ ;
(Neumann) and SD ¼ S; SN ¼ ; (Dirichlet). Another conﬁguration
with a known (and relatively simple) Green’s function is the circular
disk, see Eq. (A.1).
For conﬁgurations where the Green’s function is not available,
the free and adjoint ﬁelds, deﬁned by (6) and (19), may be
computed by solving the boundary integral equations (e.g. Bonnet,
1999; Chen and Zhou, 1992)
½Lðu; pÞðxÞ ¼ ½FðuD;pDÞðxÞ ðx 2 SÞ; ð86Þ
½Lðu^; p^ÞðxÞ ¼ ½FðuD;p;uN;uÞðxÞ ðx 2 SÞ; ð87Þ
with the integral operator Lðf ; gÞ and right-hand side functional
FðfD; gDÞ deﬁned by
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2
f ðxÞþ
Z
SN
Hðx;nÞf ðnÞdCn
Z
SD
Gðx;nÞgðnÞdCn ðx2 SÞ;
ð88aÞ
½Fðf D;gDÞðxÞ¼
Z
SD
Hðx;nÞf DðnÞdCnþ
Z
SN
Gðx;nÞgDðnÞdCn ðx2 SÞ;
ð88bÞ
and subsequently invoking integral representation formulae. More-
over, the pair ðW;QÞ associated with the leading O(e2) contribution
of ðve; qeÞ on S, deﬁned by (57), and the complementary kernel pair
GCðz; nÞ, deﬁned by (37) and featured in T4, are, respectively, gov-
erned by integral equations
½LðW;QÞðxÞ ¼ $uðaÞ A11  $Gðx;aÞ ðx 2 SÞ; ð89Þ
½LðGCðz; Þ;HCðz; ÞÞðxÞ ¼ ½FðGðz; Þ;Hðz; ÞÞðxÞ ðx 2 S; z 2 XÞ;
ð90Þ
where HCðz; nÞ ¼ k$nGCðz; nÞ  nðnÞ.
Alternatively, ﬁnite element methods (FEMs) may also be used
for setting up expansions of the form (54). CoefﬁcientT2 is similar
to an energy density, and as such may be computed using the FEM
in its standard form. On the other hand, coefﬁcientT4 entails com-
puting second-order gradients of the free and adjoint ﬁelds, which
normally requires specially-designed procedures and raises accu-
racy issues (while integral representations of second-order gradi-
ents do not).
7.2. Direct vs. adjoint approaches for topological sensitivity
Topological sensitivity has formal similarities with the more
traditional areas of parameter sensitivity (Kleiber, 1997) or shape
sensitivity (Sokolowski and Zolesio, 1992). Like ﬁrst-order param-
eter or shape sensitivity formulae, the topological derivative T2
associated with the leading O(e2) contribution to JðeÞ is expressed
as a bilinear combination of the free and adjoint ﬁelds. Moreover,
setting up the O(e4) expansion of JðeÞ, and particularly the high-
est-order coefﬁcientT4, requires the ‘direct topological ﬁeld sensi-
tivities’ W;Q , in addition to the free and adjoint ﬁelds. This is
reminiscent of the fact that second-order parameter or shape sen-
sitivity fomulae can be cast as bilinear combinations of the free and
adjoint ﬁelds and their ﬁrst-order sensitivities. One nevertheless
has to keep in mind that topological and shape sensitivities are re-
lated but distinct concepts, as emphasized in Céa et al. (2001).
Here, it would have been possible to establish the O(e4) expan-
sion of JðeÞ on the basis of (15) rather than (20), without recourse
to the adjoint solution (19). This alternative ‘direct’ approach re-
quires O(e4) expansions of ve on SN and qe on SD, i.e. the actual
computation of higher-order direct topological ﬁeld sensitivities
W2;W3 in addition toW ¼W1 deﬁned in (24). The latter can be ob-SD
(1)
SD
(2)
p  =2D
SN
(1)
p  =1D
SN
(2)
1a
2a
3a
0.2
0.2
0.2
Ω
u  =0D
Du  =0
0.2
Fig. 1. Numerical examples: geometry and boundary conditions for reference
conﬁguration.tained by expanding integral representation (34) to order O(e4).
General explicit formulae for such high-order expansions of the
ﬁeld quantities are given, to arbitrary order and for various physi-
cal contexts, by Ammari and Kang (2004) in terms of the Green’s
function (30) and its derivatives.
8. Numerical examples
Numerical experiments on higher-order topological sensitivity
have been performed on the following conﬁguration (Fig. 1), previ-
ously used in Rocha de Faria et al. (2007). The reference domain X
is deﬁned by X ¼0;1½	0;1½. The boundary conditions are as fol-
lows: a potential uD ¼ 0 is applied on Sð1ÞD and Sð2ÞD , and a ﬂux
pD1 ¼ 1 on Sð1ÞN and pD2 ¼ 2 on Sð2ÞN . The remaining part
S n ðSð1ÞD [ Sð2ÞD [ Sð1ÞN [ Sð2ÞN Þ of the boundary is insulated ðpD ¼ 0Þ.
Numerical experiments on the O(e4) expansion of potential energy
(9) and (10), including comparisons with results using the defec-
tive O(e4) term of Rocha de Faria et al. (2007), are ﬁrst reported
in Section 8.1. Then, the usefulness of the O(e4) expansion of
least-squares output misﬁt function (9) and (11) for computation-
ally-fast identiﬁcation of buried inclusions is demonstrated in Sec-
tion 8.2
Solutions u and ðuH;uHÞ, corresponding to reference domain and
perturbed conﬁgurations with one penetrable inclusion of ﬁnite
size, are computed using a standard boundary element method
(BEM), with piecewise-linear and piecewise-constant interpola-
tions, respectively, for potentials and ﬂuxes on boundaries and
interfaces. As the Green’s function for the domain is not known
in closed form, the complementary part GC of the Green’s function
is numerically evaluated by solving a BEM-discretized version of
integral equation (90) with z taken in turn as each sampling point
a 2 G. As the integral operatorL in (90) does not depend on z, this
only entails computing a right-hand side and performing a back-
substitution for each a 2 G, and hence deﬁnes a computationally
reasonable task even for a dense search grid G.
8.1. Small-inclusion expansion of potential energy
In this section, the cost function is the potential energy EðBHÞ,
which for this example is given by
EðBHÞ ¼ 1
2
Z
Sð1ÞN
uH dCþ
Z
Sð2ÞN
uH dC:
First, the case of an impenetrable circular inclusion ðb ¼ 0Þ located
at a1 ¼ ð1=2;1=2Þ is considered. The correct value of EðBeÞ for
0 < e 6 0:16 is compared on Fig. 2 to the Oðe2Þ and Oðe4Þ expan-
sions obtained using (55) and (69a)–(69c) with b ¼ 0. The O(e4)
expansion is seen to approximate EðBeÞ very well for the considered
range of inclusion sizes, while as expected the O(e2) expansion per-
forms well over a narrower inclusion size range (note that for the
largest value e ¼ 0:16 the inclusion is relatively large as its diameter
is nearly one-third of the overall domain linear size). This example
(with the same inclusion location) was also considered in Rocha de
Faria et al. (2007), where the O(e4) expansion computed on the basis
of (71), which is missing a term proportional to
$uðaÞ  $x$nGCða;aÞ  $uðaÞ, was found to perform similarly well.
In contrast, a comparison of the results obtained for the inclusion
location a2 ¼ ð0:15;0:2Þ using either the present expression (70b)
ofT4 or (71) reveals a noticeably larger error when using the latter
(see Fig. 3). The higher discrepancy in the latter case stems from the
combined effect on the value taken by $uðaÞ  $x$nGCða;aÞ  $uðaÞ
of (i) the complementary Green’s function and its gradients taking
larger values closer to the boundary (here k$x$nGCða1;a1Þk 
 :543
but k$x$nGCða2;a2Þk 
 3:95) and (ii) k$uða1Þk happening to be sig-
niﬁcantly smaller than k$uða2Þk (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. Small-inclusion expansion of potential energy: circular hole ðb ¼ 0Þ located at a1 ¼ ð1=2;1=2Þ.
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Fig. 3. Small-inclusion expansion of potential energy: circular hole ðb ¼ 0Þ located at a2 ¼ ð0:15;0:2Þ.
2284 M. Bonnet / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2275–2292Next, the case of a penetrable circular inclusion ðb ¼ 0:6Þ located
at a3 ¼ ð0:75;0:65Þ is considered. The correct value of EðBeÞ for
0 < e 6 0:16 is compared on Fig. 5 to the present Oðe2Þ and Oðe4Þ
expansions based on a small circular inclusion with b ¼ 0:6. Finally,
the same comparison is performed on Fig. 6 for the case of a pene-
trable circular inclusion ðb ¼ 5Þ located at a2 ¼ ð0:15;0:2Þ, for inclu-
sion sizes such that 0 < e < 0:12. In both cases, the present O(e4)
expansion is seen to provide a very good approximation of EðBeÞ.
Note that the largest size e ¼ 0:12 considered in the latter case cor-
responds to a relatively large inclusion which is very close to the
external boundary.
8.2. Computationally-fast identiﬁcation of hidden inclusion
Now, the inverse problem consisting of identifying a buried
inclusion (with geometrical support Btrue and conductivity contrast
btrue) from measurements on the boundary is considered, with the
same example geometry and boundary conditions as before. It is inaddition assumed that the overdetermined boundary data used for
inclusion identiﬁcation consists of a known value uobs of potential u
over the complete Neumann surface SN. The output least-squares
misﬁt function is thus
JLSðBHÞ ¼
1
2
Z
SN
uHðnÞ  uobsðnÞ 2 dC;
i.e. corresponds to uN deﬁned by (11) and uD ¼ 0. Of course, the
data uobs could be used for inclusion identiﬁcation purposes in
many other ways. The purpose of this example is to demonstrate
the usefulness of a O(e4) expansion of JLS for fast, non-iterative
identiﬁcation of a hidden inclusion.
8.2.1. Approximate global search procedure
Deﬁne a ﬁne search grid G, i.e. a (dense) discrete set of sampling
points a spanning (part of) the interior of X. To minimize with re-
spect to e an expansion of the form (54) of JLS at a given sampling
point is a simple and computationally very light task that can be
xy
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Fig. 4. Small-inclusion expansion of potential energy: distribution of k$uk2 over X.
Table 1
Identiﬁcation of buried circular or elliptical inclusion: estimated location xest and size
Rest (noise-free synthetic data); reference values are Rtrue ¼ 0:06 (inclusion 1),
Rtrue ¼ 0:03 (inclusions 2 and 3) and xtrue ¼ ð0:41;0:595Þ.
btruea ¼ 0 btrueb ¼ 0:6 btruec ¼ 5
Inclusion 1
xest (0.404,0.596) (0.404,0.596) (0.420,0.596)
Rest 6.15e02 6.06e02 5.89e02
Inclusion 2
xest (0.404,0.580) (0.404,0.596) (0.420,0.596)
Rest 2.42e02 2.82e02 3.63e02
Inclusion 3
xest (0.404,0.596) (0.420,0.596) (0.404,0.596)
Rest 4.80e02 3.22e02 2.61e02
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global search procedure over the spatial region thus sampled.
The best estimate of the unknown inclusion Btrue yielded by this
procedure is deﬁned by the location a ¼ xest and size e ¼ Rest
achieving the lowest value of J4ðe;aÞ over G, i.e. given by
xest ¼ argmin
a2G
JminðaÞ; Rest ¼ RðxestÞ; ð91Þ
with functions JminðaÞ and RðaÞ deﬁned through a partial minimiza-
tion of J4ðe;aÞ with respect to e, i.e.:
JminðaÞ ¼min
e
J4ðe;aÞ; RðaÞ ¼ argmine J4ðe;aÞ: ð92Þ
The estimated location xest and size Rest can then be used as either an
stand-aloneestimateof thesought inclusionorasan initial guess fora
subsequent reﬁned inversion algorithm. The constitutive character-
istics of the inclusion are assumed (i.e. not treated as unknowns in
the search). The inﬂuence of such assumption on the accuracy of esti-
mates xest;Rest is examined in the last part of this section.0 0.04 0.08-0.222
-0.22
-0.218
-0.216
-0.214
E(
Ω
ε
)
 Exact
 O(ε2)
 O(ε4)
Fig. 5. Small-inclusion expansion of potential energy: circularThe deﬁnition (92) of function JminðaÞ is valid only at sampling
points awhereT2ðaÞ 6 0 and T4ðaÞ > 0 (assuming the trial inclu-0.12 0.16 0.2
ε
penetrable inclusion ðb ¼ 0:6Þ located at a3 ¼ ð0:75; 0:65Þ.
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Fig. 6. Small-inclusion expansion of potential energy: circular penetrable inclusion ðb ¼ 5Þ located at a2 ¼ ð0:15;0:2Þ.
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Fig. 7. Identiﬁcation of inclusion 1 (circular): distribution of Jmin over search grid G, and outline of true inclusion.
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Fig. 8. Identiﬁcation of inclusion 2 (elliptical): distribution of Jmin over search grid G, and outline of true inclusion.
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T4ðaÞ < 0, or (ii) is minimum at e ¼ 0 ifT2ðaÞP 0 and T4ðaÞ > 0.
These conditions were found to be met at all a 2 G for all of the fol-
lowing examples.
8.2.2. Numerical results for inclusion identiﬁcation
The above-described approximate global search procedure is
here applied to the identiﬁcation, from simulated data, of an
inclusion centered at xtrue ¼ ð0:41;0:595Þ. This inclusion location
(remote from the boundary, and in particular from the region
where ﬂuxes are applied) was chosen so as to test the proposed
approximate global search procedure on a case where the bound-
ary data are rather insensitive to details of the inclusion shape.
Three inclusion shapes are considered: a circular inclusion with
radius Rtrue ¼ 0:06 (inclusion 1), an elliptical inclusion with semi-
axes ðAtrue;BtrueÞ ¼ ð0:06;0:015Þ and principal axes rotated by p=6
(inclusion 2) and 2p=3 (inclusion 3). For each inclusion, three
possibilities of conductivity contrast btruea ¼ 0; btrueb ¼ 0:6; btruec ¼
3:5 are considered, and synthetic data uobs is computed for each
case (using again a BEM model with 100 elements on S and 100
on CH). This deﬁnes overall nine conﬁgurations of unknown
inclusions, labelled 1a to 3c. A search grid G of 51	 51 regularly
spaced sampling points covering the square region 0:1 6x1; x2 6 0:9 is deﬁned (the grid spacing is hence
Dx1 ¼ Dx2 ¼ 0:016).
8.2.2.1. Identiﬁcation using noise-free synthetic data. A ﬁrst set of re-
sults was obtained by assuming knowledge of the correct value
btrue of conductivity contrast of the inclusion. Results obtained in
terms of xest and Rest for all nine conﬁgurations 1a to 3c for
noise-free synthetic data are given in Table 1. For comparison pur-
poses, the ‘true’ radius Rtrue is deﬁned as the radius of the disk hav-
ing the same area as Btrue, i.e. Rtrue ¼ 0:06 for inclusion 1 and
Rtrue ¼ 0:03 for inclusions 2 and 3. Additionally, the function
JminðaÞ, shown together with the outline of Btrue on Figs. 7–9, is seen
in all cases to attain values close to its global minimum only in the
vicinity of the actual inclusion.
8.2.2.2. Identiﬁcation using noisy synthetic data. The effect of imper-
fect data are now tested, for inclusion 3, by deﬁning a perturbed
version uobsr of u
obs according to
uobsr ¼ uobs þ rvku uobskL2ðSNÞ;
where v is a uniform random variable with zero mean and unit
standard deviation, and r is here set to 0.2. Results obtained in
terms of xest and Rest and of the function JminðaÞ, respectively, shown
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Fig. 9. Identiﬁcation of inclusion 3 (elliptical): distribution of Jmin over search grid G, and outline of true inclusion.
Table 2
Identiﬁcation of inclusion 3 (elliptical): estimated location xest and size Rest , (noisy
synthetic data, with 20% noise on uobs  u); reference values are
Rtrue ¼ 0:03 and xtrue ¼ ð0:41;0:595Þ.
Inclusion 3 btruea ¼ 0 btrueb ¼ 0:6 btruec ¼ 5
xest (0.404,0.596) (0.404,0.612) (0.404,0.596)
Rest 4.78e02 3.28e02 2.62e02
2288 M. Bonnet / International Journal of Solids and Structures 46 (2009) 2275–2292in Table 2 and Fig. 10, are very similar to the corresponding ones for
noise-free data. The proposed approximate global search method
thus appears to be only moderately sensitive to the adverse effect
of measurement noise.
8.2.2.3. Inﬂuence of the conductivity contrast. Finally, the approxi-
mate global search procedure based on J4ðe;aÞ has been performed
on conﬁgurations 1a, 1b and 1c for values of b spanning the inter-
val 0 6 b 6 5 to examine the effect of incorrect assumed values of b
on the method. The estimated location xest as given in Table 1 was
obtained for all b in the following intervals: 0 6 b 6 0:5 (inclusion
1a), 0 6 b 6 0:7 (inclusion 1b) and 1:5 6 b 6 5 (inclusion 1c); in
addition, b ¼ 0:8;0:9 yielded xest ¼ ð0:420;0:596Þ for inclusion 1b.
In other words, the inclusion is acceptably located for large ranges
of trial values of b containing the correct value btrue. The estimated
size Rest was found to depend on the assumed value of b. Indeed,expressions 56a, 56b and 56c ofT2;T4 suggest that the expansion
is primarily sensitive to the value of combinationA11e2, whereA11
is the polarization tensor (51a); note in particular thatW and Q de-
pend linearly on A11, see (57). For the case of a circular trial inclu-
sion, expansion J4ðe;aÞ can indeed be put in the form
J4ðe;aÞ¼ aCðe;bÞþbC2ðe;bÞþcCðe;bÞe2; Cðe;bÞ¼
1b
1þbe
2; ð93Þ
where Cðe;bÞI ¼ A11e2, see (66). Fig. 11 shows that CðRestðbÞ; bÞ is, for
this example, largely insensitive to the assumed value of b. This is
consistent with other asymptotic approaches to inclusion identiﬁca-
tion which show that the main identiﬁable feature of small buried
inclusions is their polarization tensor (Ammari and Kang, 2006).
Moreover, an elementary calculation allows to show (again assuming
a circular trial inclusion) that JminðaÞ evaluated at a ﬁxed sampling
point a is either increasing or decreasingwith b, i.e. isminimumwith
respect to b for either b ¼ 0 (impenetrable inclusion) or b ¼ þ1.
Extending the approximate global search procedure proposed in
this section to the identiﬁcation of two (or more) inclusions is not
straightforward, as one would have to either (i) consider all pairs of
samplingpoints ða0;a00Þ 2 G	 G (entailing a computing timepropor-
tional to the square of the search grid size), or (ii) deﬁne an alternat-
ing iterative method where one inclusion is sought at a time.
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Fig. 10. Identiﬁcation of inclusion 3 (elliptical): distribution of Jmin over search grid G, and outline of true inclusion (noisy data, with 20% noise on uobs  u).
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In this article, extending previous work on topological sensitivity,
a methodology for expanding to order O(e4) a generic cost function
under the nucleation of a small inclusion of characteristic size e has
been developed, in the context of 2-Dmedia characterized by a scalar
conductivity coefﬁcient. General formulae have been provided,
where an adjoint solution is used to simplify the procedure through
avoiding evaluation of higher-order topological sensitivities of ﬁeld
variables. Our approach was in particular shown to lead to useful
computational strategies for computationally fast inclusion identiﬁ-
cation problems, in the form of a non-iterative fast approximate glo-
bal search algorithm. The methodology used here is generic, and is
therefore expected to yield similar expansions for other cases, e.g.
penetrable elastic inclusions under static or dynamic conditions,
which will be addressed in forthcoming investigations.Appendix A. Exact solutions
Let X ¼ fðr; hÞ j r < bg (where ðr; hÞ are polar coordinates) denote
the disk of radius b centered at the origin.
A.1. Green’s functions for Dirichlet and Neumann problems
Deﬁne Green’s functions Gðx; nÞ by
Gðx;nÞ¼Gðx;nÞþGCðx;nÞ; GCðx;nÞ¼ 12p log
1
R
b
kxk
 
; ðA:1Þ
where the ‘’ and ‘+’ sign correspond to the cases SN ¼ S; SD ¼ ;
(G ¼ GN, Neumann) and SD ¼ S; SN ¼ ; (G ¼ GD, Dirichlet), and with
the deﬁnitions
r ¼ kn xk; R ¼ kn ðb2=kxk2Þxk:
The respective boundary conditions satisﬁed on S ¼ fðr; hÞ j r ¼ bg
by GD and GN are:
GDðx; nÞ ¼ 0; HNðx; nÞ ¼  1
2pb
ðn 2 SÞ: ðA:2Þ
On evaluating analytically $x$nGC and setting x ¼ n ¼ x for an arbi-
trary sampling point in X, one ﬁnds
$x$nG
D
C ða;aÞ ¼ $x$nGNC ða;aÞ ¼ 
1
2p
b2
ðb2  kak2Þ2
I: ðA:3ÞA.2. Potential and its small-inclusion expansion
Consider a circular inclusion Be located at the disk center, i.e.
choose a ¼ 0 and set Be ¼ fðr; hÞ jr < eg. The solutions uða;b;c;dÞe of
the Laplace transmission problem deﬁned by (2) and (4) with
BH ¼ Be and respective boundary conditions
uðaÞe ¼ u0 cos h ðon SÞ; k$uðcÞe  n ¼ ðku0=bÞ cos h ðon SÞ;
uðbÞe ¼ u0 cos 2h ðon SÞ; k$uðdÞe  n ¼ 2ðku0=bÞ cos 2h ðon SÞ;
ðA:4Þ
are, respectively, given by
uðaÞe ¼ u0
ð1þ gÞ
1þ ge2=b2
r
b
cos h; uðcÞe ¼ u0
ð1þ gÞ
1 ge2=b2
r
b
cos h;
uðbÞe ¼ u0
ð1þ gÞ
1þ ge4=b4
r2
b2
cos 2h; uðdÞe ¼ u0
ð1þ gÞ
1 ge4=b4
r2
b2
cos 2h
ðA:5Þinside the inclusion, and by
uðaÞe ¼ u0
1þ ge2=r2
1þ ge2=b2
r
b
cos h; uðcÞe ¼ u0
1þ ge2=r2
1 ge2=b2
r
b
cos h;
uðbÞe ¼ u0
1þ ge4=r4
1þ ge4=b4
r2
b2
cos 2h; uðdÞe ¼ u0
1þ ge4=r4
1 ge4=b4
r2
b2
cos 2h
ðA:6Þ
in the surrounding medium, having put
g ¼ 1 b
1þ b :
The respective reference solutions uwhen there is no inclusion (de-
ﬁned up to an arbitrary additive constant for cases (c) and (d)) are
characterized by
uða;cÞðr; hÞ ¼ u0r
b
cos h; uðb;dÞðr; hÞ ¼ u0r
2
b2
cos 2h;
$uða;cÞðaÞ ¼ u0
b
ex; $uðb;dÞðaÞ ¼ 0;
$2uða;cÞðaÞ ¼ 0; $2uðb;dÞðaÞ ¼ 2u0
b2
ðex  ex  ey  eyÞ;
ðA:7Þ
where ex; ey are unit vectors such that n ¼ rðcos hex þ sin heyÞ.
A.3. Potential energy and its small-inclusion expansion
The potential energies for the respective problems are, together
with their O(e4) expansions, easily obtained from solutions (A.6)
as
EðaÞðBeÞ ¼ kpu
2
0
2
1 ge2=b2
1þ ge2=b2
¼ kpu
2
0
2
1 2g e
2
b2
þ 2g2 e
4
b4
 
þ oðe4Þ; ðA:8aÞ
EðbÞðBeÞ ¼ kpu20
1 ge4=b4
1þ ge4=b4
¼ kpu20 1 2g
e4
b4
 
þ oðe4Þ; ðA:8bÞ
EðcÞðBeÞ ¼  kpu
2
0
2
1þ ge2=b2
1 ge2=b2
¼  kpu
2
0
2
1þ 2g e
2
b2
þ 2g2 e
4
b4
 
þ oðe4Þ; ðA:8cÞ
EðdÞðBeÞ ¼ kpu20
1þ ge4=b4
1 ge4=b4
¼ kpu20 1þ 2g
e4
b4
 
þ oðe4Þ: ðA:8dÞ
An evaluation of expressions (70a) and (70b) of coefﬁcientsT2;T4
using (A.3) for a ¼ 0 together with formulae (A.7) yields O(e4)
expansions of Eða;b;c;dÞðBeÞ that are identical with (A.8a)–(A.8d).
These special cases thus corroborate Proposition 3. Likewise, it is
easy to check that the alternative formula (71) from Rocha de Faria
et al. (2007) does not yield the correct value of the O(e4) contribu-
tion to the expansion of EðBeÞ for cases (a) and (c) where the omit-
ted contribution of $uðaÞ  $x$nGCða;aÞ  $uðaÞ is nonzero.
Appendix B. Determination of U1;U2 and associated constant
tensors
The vector and tensor functions U1;U2;U3 introduced in Section
4.3 can be interpreted as solutions to transmission problems in
inﬁnite media containing a normalized penetrable inclusion, of
the form
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kHDðU  U0Þ ¼ 0 ðin BÞ;
( kð$UÞm  n ¼ kH$ðU  U0Þi  n ðon oBÞ;
Um ¼ Ui ðon oBÞ;
U ¼ Oðknk1Þ ðknk ! 1Þ;
8><>:
ðB:1Þ
where U0, analogous to a prescribed initial strain in elasticity, is gi-
ven on B. To establish this interpretation, one ﬁrst establishes the
weak formulation
AðU;WÞ ¼
Z
B
bk$U0  $W dV ; ðB:2Þ
with the bilinear form Að; Þ deﬁned for trial functions W continu-
ous across oB by
AðU;WÞ ¼
Z
R2nB
k$U  $W dV þ
Z
B
bk$eU  $W dV ðB:3Þ
and with b ¼ kH=k, by means of the following steps: (i) multiply the
ﬁeld equations in (B.1) by a trial functionW (assumed to be contin-
uous across oB and to suitably decay at inﬁnity), (ii) integrate the
resulting identities by parts, (iii) add them and (iv) invoke the trans-
mission conditions in (B.1).
Next, setting W ¼ Gðx; Þ with x 2 B, one ﬁnds the identityZ
R2nB
k$U  $Gðx; ÞdV þ
Z
B
k$eU  $Gðx; ÞdV ¼ UðxÞ ðx 2 BÞ
by (i) integrating by parts via the divergence theorem, (ii) exploiting
the ﬁeld equation kDGðx; Þ þ dð  xÞ veriﬁed by the full-space
Green’s function and (iii) invoking the continuity between U andeU on oB. On setting W ¼ Gðx; Þ and substituting the above identity
into (B.2), one therefore ﬁnds that eU is governed by the integral
equation
UðxÞ  ð1 bÞk
Z
B
$eUðnÞ  $Gðx; nÞdVn
¼ b
Z
B
$U0ðnÞ  $Gðx; nÞdVn ðx 2 BÞ: ðB:4Þ
The governing integral equations 49a, 49b and 49c for U1;U2;U3 are
then seen to be of the form (B.4) with
U0ðnÞ ¼ 1 b
b
n; U0ðnÞ ¼ 1 b
2b
n n; U0ðnÞ
¼ 1 b
3b
n n n; ðB:5Þ
respectively (using tensor notation).
B.1. Determination of U1;U2;U3 for circular inclusions
One approach for determining auxiliary solutions U1;U2;U3
consists in using separation of variables in polar coordinates di-
rectly in the set (B.1) of ﬁeld equations and transmission condi-
tions, with U0 given by (B.5). Expressions (65a and b) and (67)
are then found after some straightforward manipulation.
Alternatively, elementary analytical integration manipulations
yield formulae
Ln
 ðxÞ ¼ 1 b
2
x; ðB:6aÞ
Lðn nÞ ðxÞ ¼ 1 b
2
x xþ 1
2
ðkxk  2ÞI
 
; ðB:6bÞ
Lðn n nÞ ðxÞ ¼ 1 b
2
x x xþ 1
4
ðkxk  1ÞKðxÞ
 
ðB:6cÞ
(withKðxÞ deﬁned as in (67)) which then allow direct veriﬁcation of
the fact that expressions (65)a,b and (67) satisfy Eqs. 49a, 49b and
49c.Appendix C. The case of a centrally-symmetric inclusion
When B has central symmetry (i.e. if n 2 B()  n 2 B), the
constant tensor A12 deﬁned by (51b) vanishes. Denoting by
r : n! rn :¼ n the central-symmetry linear mapping, let
B ¼ B0 [B00, with B00 ¼ rB0 and B0 \B00 ¼ ;. The mapping r is in
particular such that
dVðrnÞ ¼ dVðnÞ: ðC:1Þ
Lemma 7. Solution U2 is symmetric: U2ðrnÞ ¼ U2ðnÞ.
Remark 5. By virtue of Lemma 7, one has $U2ðrnÞ ¼ $U2ðnÞ and
A12 ¼
Z
B
$U2ðnÞdVn ¼
Z
B0
$U2ðnÞ þ $U2ðrnÞ
 
dVn ¼ 0:
Proof. Let Ueven2 and U
odd
2 , the even and odd parts of U2, be deﬁned
by:
Ueven2 ðnÞ ¼
1
2
U2ðnÞ þ U2ðrnÞ
	 

; Uodd2 ðnÞ
¼ 1
2
U2ðnÞ  U2ðrnÞ
	 

: ðC:2Þ
These deﬁnitions imply that
Ueven2 ðrnÞ ¼ Ueven2 ðnÞ; Uodd2 ðrnÞ ¼ Uodd2 ðnÞ; ðC:3Þ
$Ueven2 ðrnÞ ¼ $Ueven2 ðnÞ; $Uodd2 ðrnÞ ¼ $Uodd2 ðnÞ: ðC:4Þ
Now, on inserting the decomposition U2 ¼ Ueven2 þ Uodd2 in integral
equation (49b), writing the resulting equations for a pair of sym-
metrical collocation points x and rxðx 2 B0Þ, using property (C.4),
and noting that the distance function and the fundamental solution
Gðx; nÞ deﬁned by (38) satisfy
krx nk ¼ kx rnk; $Gðrx; nÞ ¼ $Gðx;rnÞ;
the following pair of integral equations is arrived at:
ðI  LevenB0 ÞUeven2
 ðxÞ  LoddB0 Uodd2h iðxÞ ¼ 12 LevenB0 ðn nÞ ðxÞ
ðI  Leven
B0 ÞUeven2
 ðxÞ þ Lodd
B0 U
odd
2
h i
ðxÞ ¼ 12 LevenB0 ðn nÞ
 ðxÞ ðx 2 B0Þ
ðC:5Þ
with the deﬁnitions
LevenB0 f
 ðxÞ ¼ LB0 f½ ðxÞ þ LB0 f½ ðrxÞ; LoddB0 f ðxÞ
¼ LB0 f½ ðxÞ  LB0 f½ ðrxÞ:
On taking the difference of equations (C.5), one obtains
LoddS0 U
odd
2
h i
ðxÞ ¼ 0:
Hence, Uodd2 ðnÞ ¼ 0, i.e. U2 has the desired symmetry. hReferences
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